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Rebecca G. Adams (PhD, Chicago, ’83; MA, Chicago, ’77; BA, Trinity College, ’74) is 
Associate Provost for Planning and Assessment and Professor of Sociology at the 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG), which is classified by the Carnegie 
Foundation as an institution with high research activity, curricular engagement, and 
outreach and partnerships. UNCG enrolls approximately 14,300 undergraduate, 3225 
graduate, and 900 distance education students.  Since teaching part-time at a variety of 
colleges and universities while finishing her dissertation, Rebecca has spent her entire 
career at UNCG, serving as a faculty member in the Sociology Department since 1983 
with temporary assignments as Chair of Interdepartmental Studies Gerontology Program 
(1984-1993), Assistant to the Dean of Continual Learning (1999-2000), and as Interim 
Assistant Vice Chancellor for Information Technology and Planning (2004-2005) before 
accepting her current position in summer 2009.   
 
The Sociology Department at UNCG offers the BA and MA degrees, with concentrations 
in general sociology, criminology, and social problems in a global society at the 
undergraduate level and concentrations in general sociology and criminology at the 
graduate level.  Undergraduate students majoring in Sociology also have the opportunity 
to complete the social studies licensure for secondary teachers.  
 
Rebecca was recipient of the UNCG Senior Alumni Teaching Excellence Award in 2003 
and the UNCG Student Affairs Woman of Distinction Award in 1997. She has mainly 
taught introductory sociology, a freshmen seminar on the community surrounding the 
Grateful Dead, various interdisciplinary gerontology courses, sociology of aging, 
sociology of friendship, and research methods. Although she has always preferred 
working with freshmen, she sometimes has taught the latter three topics at the graduate 
level. She has taught honors and writing intensive classes, classes delivered with blended 
methods, and classes offered in a living and learning community, but she has the most to 
offer teachers of large introductory sociology classes (200-300 people).  In summer 1989 
she taught Field Research and Classical Theory to a group of students who then applied 
what they learned while researching the community surrounding the Grateful Dead as it 
moved from city to city (see Adams & Sardiello, Deadhead Social Science, 2000, for a 
discussion of the collaborative learning that took place during this summer tour). During 
her career she has supervised 10 master’s theses and 8 internships committees and served 
on 29 additional master’s theses and internship committees and 7 doctoral committees.  
 
She served as the Department’s Director of Undergraduate Study (1995-1998) and 
Director of Graduate Study (2005-2008), advising all sociology students. She oversaw 
the development of UNCG’s original gerontology curriculum, has developed many 
courses, participated on a team that developed UNCG’s online introductory course for 
high school students, and served on a variety of curricular planning committees in both 
Gerontology and Sociology, including spearheading a recent revision of Sociology’s 
graduate curriculum.  She has presented and conducted workshops on pedagogical topics 
both as part of the teaching network at UNCG and at professional meetings and has 
presented her research to student audiences on her own campus and at a variety of other 
institutions.  
 
As a member of ASA Council, she served as liaison to the Public Sociology Task Force, 
the MA Program Task Force, and the Minority Advisory Program. She served on the 



advisory board for The Contexts Reader (W.W. Norton, 2008). She has been a member of 
the Departmental Resources Group since 2006. 
  
As Associate Provost, Rebecca is in charge of maintaining the academic program roster 
including securing UNC General Administrative approval for new programs (challenging 
in the current fiscal climate) and SACS approval for substantive changes.  The Offices of 
Institutional Research and Academic Assessment report to her, as does the Institutional 
Effectiveness Committee. She is therefore familiar with the instruments used to assess 
student learning, the Voluntary System of Accountability, the academic program 
assessment process and the challenges it represents, and trends in higher education.  As 
perhaps her most important accomplishment during her first year as an administrator, she 
worked with Faculty Senate to help them establish the Student Learning Enhancement 
Committee, which for the first time puts UNCG faculty firmly in control of the academic 
assessment process her office supports.  She is also responsible for departmental reviews 
and maintaining the accreditation calendar.  As a new administrator who has taught for 
more than 30 years, she is particularly well positioned to help clients see things from both 
the faculty and administrative perspectives and to bridge any gaps. 


